Nitrogen-substitution effect on in vivo mutagenicity of chrysene.
We have previously reported the in vivo mutagenicity of aza-polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (azaPAHs), such as quinoline, benzo[f]quinoline, benzo[h]quinoline, 1,7-phenanthroline and 10-azabenzo[a]pyrene. The 1,10-diazachrysene (1,10-DAC) and 4,10-DAC, nitrogen-substituted analogs of chrysene, were shown to exhibit mutagenicity in Salmonella typhimurium TA100 in the presence of rat liver S9 and human liver microsomes in our previous report, although DACs could not be converted to a bay-region diol epoxide, the ultimate active form of chrysene, because of their nitrogen atoms. In the present study, we tested in vivo mutagenicity of DACs compared with chrysene using the lacZ transgenic mouse (Mutatrade markMouse) to evaluate the effect of the nitrogen substitution. DACs- and chrysene-induced mutation in all of the six organs examined (liver, spleen, lung, kidney, bone marrow and colon). The mutant frequencies obtained with chrysene showed only small differences between the organs examined and ranged from 1.5 to 3 times the spontaneous frequency. The 4,10-DAC was more mutagenic than chrysene in all the organs tested. The highest lacZ mutation frequency was observed in the lung of 4,10-DAC-treated mice and it was 19 and 6 times the spontaneous frequency and the frequency induced by chrysene, respectively. The 1,10-DAC induced lacZ mutation in the lung with a frequency 4.3- and 1.5-fold higher than in the control and chrysene-treated mice, respectively, although the mutant frequencies in the other organs of 1,10-DAC-treated mice were almost equivalent to those of chrysene-treated mice. Not only chrysene but also DACs depressed the G:C to A:T transition and increased the G:C to T:A transversion in the liver and lung. These results suggest that the two types of nitrogen substitutions in the chrysene structure may enhance mutagenicity in the mouse lung, although they showed no difference in the target-organ specificity and the mutation spectrum.